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Abstract - Sketch based query plays an important role in shape mat사Hng for 3D shape retrieval system. Some researchers 
suggest the sketch based query interfaces. It is more effective to capture the needs of users rather than query by example. In 
this paper, we propose a new 2D sketch based query interface with coarse filters for shape matching. Coarse filtering enables 
to eliminate unfavorable shapes from shapes in DB. For the purpose of coarse filtering, we use two filters with the topological 
and geometric patterns. For the validity of our method, we show the experimental results.
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1. Introduction

3D shape seaiching is widely developed and researched 
due to the expansion of 3D model acquisition and handling. 
3D shape matching algorithm plays an important role in 
the shape based search system. Especially, the shape search 
using the shape similarity can be used to improve the 
process of product design and manufacturing. There are 
two examples. The first is the cost estimation for machined 
parts. In these days, many job shops allow designers to 
submit a 3D model of the part to be machined over the 
internet and provide a cost estimate based on the 3D part 
model. Currently, humans. perform cost estimation. However, 
if a sufficiently similar part can be found in the database 
of previously manufactured parts, then the cost of the 
new part can be more easily estimated by suitably modifying 
the actual cost of the previous part. The second is the 
reduction of the part proliferation by reusing previously 
designed part. Reusing design and manufecturing information 
stored in database would result in a fast and more efficient 
design process [4],

With vast 3D models being added to databases, the need 
for organizing and indexing databases of 3D models is 
more important. This will provide a systematic and eflGcient 
way of retrieving similar models from the database [7]. 
For the eflfective shape retrieving, the effective shape 
matching methods are required. The 아lape is defined by 
many properties and metrics. Thus, the general framework 
of shape mat아ling is developed. However, many matching 
algorithms are focused in what and how are they different 
in the given two models [16],

One of the direct methods of shape matching between 3D 

models can be done by using the Boolean operations between 
two models. However, the direct assessment of similarity 
between 3D models with Boolean operations is computationally 
veiy slow due to difficulty in aligning the models before 
performing the Boolean operations.

Tims, it is often not practical when the number of 3D 
models is veiy large. Therefore, a computationally efficient 
way to solve this problem is to abstract 3D shapes into shape 
signatures and use them to compare the actual shapes, and 
they have lesser shape discrimination capability compared 
to the complete object model. Over the last few decades, 
many papers have been written which describe algorithms 
for the assessment of the shape similarity. All these shape 
matching methods have been developed for shape search 
system like the sketch based search.

2. R이ated Works

In general, users feel free to queiy by string like Google. 
However, users do not feel free to query by string in the 
shape searching because of the lack of information in the 
string code. For example, the string code of a 3D modeling 
file could be tA120.dwg, which does not mean anything 
about its shape. Famous string based approach is used in 
Group Technology (GT). It takes the methodology of 
capturing semantic structure like bolt type A with diameter 
2. In order to implement GT, one must have a concise coding 
scheme for describing products and file metiiod for grouping 
(or classifying) similar products, such as the popular Opitz, 
and DCLASS schemes. However, as the classification is 
done man니ally, it is subject to the individual interpretation. It 
means that the human perception of similarity is subjective 
[2]. Therefore, there are possibilities for errors in such 
classifications.

Table 1 shows the three types of shape search. As shown 
in table 1, the sketch interfece of the shape search is naturally 
queiy by example or query by modeling [12]. For the use of 
the query by sketch methodology for shape matching, some
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Table. 1. The three query types of shape search system.

Query type Advantage Disadvantage
Query by string

I Bolt_2pLHR—I Keywords are very Keywords do not
JPxxO42-se Familiar to user reflect the shape well

String

Query by model

辭頌 User own 3D model Model is fixed users
匚麒8 is used can't change freely

璋 Model

Query by sketch

User can sketch freely The eflective method is
in their mind Unknown

Sketch

methods are suggested [14]. Query by sketch has been 
developed by some research gro니ps for developing the 
shape search system by using the user's sketch based input 
query.

Sketch based interface is classified into the two types. 
First type of sketch is the 3D entities based structure with 
modeling sequence for the shape matching like Princeton 
shape search system [6]. Second type of sketch is the 2D 
pixels or 2D geometric entities based structure for ttie shape 
matching [8].

Sketch is generally made of freehand lines using ink and 
pen in art [3]. In computer graphics and geometric modeling, 
the meaning of sketch is the collection of geometric com
ponents like line segments, polygons, and curves. Thus, 
eflective sketch structure for geometric modeling is developed 
by many researchers [1]. To take advantage of sketch based 
interaction, many methods have been developed to parse 
and recognize tiie sketches. Unfortunately, these mettiods 
are still not capable of handling the sketch parsing problem 
robustly [5],

For freehand sketch based parsing purpose, the work 
outlined in [18] tried to explore the interactive properties of 
sketching such as the stroke direction and speed. However, 
the activities of sketching have to be recorded in real time. 
Thus, the perturbation of a user's hand will lead to clear 
changes in speed and curvature [9]. Therefore this results in 
incorrect segmentation for compact sketch pattern saving 
[13]. Tb overcome such limitations, many other approaches 
were proposed such as the template based method [5] and 
Bayesian based statistical model [17],

Fig 1 (a) shows 3D sketch based approach and fig 1(b) 
show tiie 2D sketch based approach and fig 1(c) show the 
3D model.

The goal of this paper is to provide a polygonal sketch 
based intuitive shape matching algorithm rather than freehand 
sketch ba앙ed method. In section 2, we describe ttie polygonal 
based sketch with loop counts. In section 3, we describe the 
shape matching of polygonal sketch with loop counts and

Fig. 1. Sketch models, (a) 3D sketch, (b) 2D Sketch, and (c) 3D 
Model

show the experimental results. Finally we conclude in section 4.

3・ Sketch Interfaces

Our design strategy is based on some simple observations. 
First, most users are femiliar with the query by string method 
like Google search engine. However, it is not sufficient to 
prepare the similarity between the models by using the 
string code of the shape model, because tiie shape code is 
very diflKcult to define. For example, we do not know the 
good abstraction of the polygon soup model. Second, most 
users are not femiliar with the sketch interface, because 
they sketch the model what they imagine in their mind.

Table 2 shows three styles of the line metaphor in sketch 
query systems. Their freehand, poly-line and curve based 
method have own properties respectively. However; we prefer 
the area metaphor rather than the line metaphor because of 
its easiness in the sketch configuration like drag and drop 
method and click and click method. Fig. 2 shows our area 
metaphor.

Our system is designed by adapting ttie polygon based

Table. 2. Line metaphor in sketch method.

Query type Properties

Rectification and beautification is needed

Poly-line style Many line segments are required 
for more exact sketching

Curve based style
Control of curve segment is difficult

Freehand style
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Fig. 2. Area metaphor, (a) Entity configuration with drag and 
drop, (b) Resulting sketch.

sketch interface, the polygonal structure which enables to 
use the rectan읺e type, partly ellipsoid type geometry and 
circle rather than freehand sketch as shown.

The proposed system has two processing units. First unit 
is the offline processing unit which enables to convert the 
inputted model into the 2D contour polygon which means 
2D slice of original model by slicing. This is shown as Fig. 3 
(b). In this process, we take the slicing operation between 
3D model and plane. Then, we can easily capture a loop 
count from slice contour. This information is very useful to 
make our topological filter for shape matching. We called 
this filter as a coarse filter for using the topological filtering. 
We discuss this process in section 4.2. Second unit is the 
online processing unit which enables to translate the user 
input sketches with mouse clicks and/or drag and drops into 
the polygonal sketch data structure. After translating the 
input sketches, the similarity calculation between the polygonal 
sketch and 2D slice of original model is done. And the best 
match and the near best match results are displayed on the 
screen. Fig. 3 shows tiie proposed system with polygonal 
sketch and freehand based system taken in previous researches.

4. Shape Signature

In our sketch interfece system, we use the shape descriptor 
using the spherical sectioning [10]. Our shape descriptor is 
called SSRD (spherical sectioning railroad diagram) which 
is composed of the vertex counts in spherical sectors, 2D 
slice planes for the capturing topological properties and 2D 
planar contours of original model.

(polygonal sketch)Geometric & Topological Slicing with plane 
(hole, etc : Loop count)

(b)

Fig. 3. The comparison between the proposed system and the 
freehand system, (a) freehand sketch system, (b) proposed system.

SSRD model is designed by means of data structure for 
the effective shape matching with query by example. In the 
query by example interfece, the user only picks the example 
model as a query model. Then the picked model is converted 
into the shape descriptor and the system finds the best 
matched model in DB using the similarity measure.

4.1 Revised SSRD Model
In this paper, we design the sketch based in-put interface, 

thus we developed a revised SSRD model which is more 
suitable for the sketch interface. SSRD model is composed 
of two parts. First is the 2D slice pattern. Second is the 
vertex count in spherical sectors. The revised SSRD model 
has only the first part, which is the 2D slice pattern. In our 
system, the user sketch is regarded as the 2D slice pattern of 
a model. Despite of absence of vertex co니nts in spherical 
sectors, the 2D slice pattern gives us strong information that 
is the topological relationship of the model.

The sectioning property of the revised SSRD model is 
very useful for the 2D sketch based interface because the 
similarity calculation between 2D input sketch query and the 
section data from the revised SSRD is very easy. Fig. 4 shows 
the revised SSRD model building process.

The revised SSRD data structure is as follows:
Class Revised_SSRD(

Loop co니nt: integer
// this hint 니s the topological structure
Outer loop co니nt: integer
Inner loop co나nt: integer
// it means that the model has a hole or cavity etc.
Intersection points: array [ (xyz),, (xyz)]
// where x, y, z is float type respectively.
// we can easily acquire the polygon from this intersection.

)

4.2 Polygonal Sketch User Input
We propose the polygonal sketch data structure for sketch 

composition using two metaphors, click & click operation 
and drag & drop operation. The data structure of the polygonal 
sketch is composed of two parts. First part is the composition 
of 2D geometric entities and second part is the topological 
relationship. Our system takes the proposition that the 니ser 
has a mouse interfece. Tims our sketch system does not use 
the freehand sketch system. In the mouse system, users feel 
uncomfortable to use the click based line and/or curve entity 
control in the line drawings. Fig. 5 shows this situation.

Users prefer the drag and drop the entities rather than click 
and click entity drawings. Thus, in our data structure for

Fig. 4. Revised SSRD model generation.
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Fig. 5. Two sketch, (a) the geometric modeling, (b) the freehand sketch.

sketch composition, we use the two metaphors, click & click 
operation and drag & drop operation as shown in Fig. 6. The 
data structure of polygonal sketch is composed of two parts. 
First part is the composition of the 2D geometric entities and 
second part is the topological relationship.
Polygonal sketch data structure is as follows:

Class sketch_ polygon {
Loop count: integer 〃 this is given by userin sketchpad 
Outer loop count: integer
Inner loop count: integer // it means that the model has 

a hole or cavity etc.
Edge list: ((Vhtal, vertex?),..., (Vertex n, \fertex n+1) } 
Vertex list: ((xl,yl),... ,(xn, yn) }

}
Polygonal sketch with rectangle and h이e is as shown in 

Fig. 7. The proposed polygonal sketch interfece contains 
five components for constructing the sketch. Table 3 shows

Fig. 6. The sketch configuration with the Boolean operation, (a) 
two primitives, (b) the result of Boolean operation.

User,s selection in given 2d primitives

Fig. 7. The example of the polygonal sketch.

Table. 3・ The five components and the data structure of 2D basic 
entities.

Query type Entity types Data structure

[ I Rectangle Poly-line

o R이나nded Rectangle Poly-line

o Circle Poly-line

h Quadrant of circle Poly-lineo Ellipse Poly-line

the components.

4.3 Line Segments in Sketch
The polygonal sketch created by user has been converted 

into the line segments which enables to calculate the similarity 
between sketch and revised SSRD described in section 
41 〜42 The proposed polygonal sketch consists of 2D basic 
entities and their Boolean operator. The resulting sketch is 
converted into ttie closed poly-line structure. Then, we can 
easily handle the line segments of the sketch. This is very 
usefill for the sh迎e matching. It can easily calculate the D2 
shape distance and shape histogram.

4.4 Closed Loop of Polygonal Sketch
After tiie Boolean operation of between the user-selected 

2D entities, the closed loop of polygonal sketch is counted. 
This count means the measure of the topological structure in 
the sketched part and also ttie partial topological stoncture of 
the 3D model in DB. This value is 니sed for the similarity 
calculation described in section 5.1.

5. Shape Match with Coarse Filter

5.1 Shape Distribution
Some methods for computing the shape distribution of 

solid models using sh叩e functions and assessing the similarity 
by using this shape distribution is known in [11]. Once a set 
of random points is obtained on the surfece of the solid model, 
the different shape functions are used to compute the shape

Fig. 8. The D2 shape fimction.
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distributions for the solid model. The typical shape functions 
are as follows:

DI : Computes the distance Ixtween a fixed point and a 
random point. This fiinction is not suitable as the 
chosen fixed point is usually not invariant to the 
rotation or translation.

D2: Computes the distance tetween two random points. 
IWs fiinction is invariant to the rotation and tenslation 
and is robust.

D3 : Computes the square root of the area of triangle 
generated by three random points. This function is 
also invariant to the translation and the rotation but 
not as efficient a$D2.

Al: Computes the an이e between three random points. 
This function is invariant to translation, rotation and 
scaling but it is not very robust.

In general, the D2 shape fiinction is suitable for computing 
shape distribution d냐e to its robustness and efficiency along 
with invariance to rotation and translation. After calculating 
the distance between two random points, they an? nonnalized 
using 1he mean distance. The shape distribution is the histogram 
which is composed of the frequency of cccurrence of distance 
within a specific range of distoce values. Fig. 8 shows the 
D2 shape histogram.

5.2 Loop Counts as Topological Filter
Shape descriptor is robust to geometric transformation 

specially rotation. In this paper, we usetiie D2 아lape fijnction 
which is rotational invariant. However, the D2 shape fijnction 
has some limitations. As the number of die points increases 
the compari앙on is more robust, but the computational time 
increases. Furthermore as objects become more and more 
complex, the shape distributions tend to assume similar 
shafts.

Fig. 9 shows this situation. In fig. 9, two parts are veiy 

日•邸担吋

Fig. 9. Shape functions of two parts.

different in view of human visual ^stem. However, the 
results of in view of D2 shape histogram of each model are 
very similar. It arises to increase the semantic gap tetween 
the result of the algorism and h니man visual system.

This situation is causal by lack, of te topological information 
of the D2 shape function which can handle only the distance 
between the geometric entities.

Oiir shape matching metric is the distance based metric. 
Most 3D shape representation schemes convert a shape into 
a feature vector or a relational daU structure (e.g. graphs or 
trees). Feature vectors 좌re represented as jx)ints in the feature 
space in a database. The similarity between two feature 
vectors reflects the distance between corresponding jx)ints in 
the feature space. For the purpose of the similarity measure 
calculation between two feature vectors, the Minkowski 
distance metric is generally used. We use the L2 distance 
which is the Minkowski distance with p = 2. Simply, it is 
called the Euclidean distance between two points [15]. The 
£2 distance metric is defined as

.N ]l/2
七2(坦)= 끼 2 (1)

-；=0 _

We use the £2 distance. Sketch by query model is converted 
into the p이ygon이 sketch struc마瓮 as a shape descriptor in 
descrilxd section 33 Then the problem of simil 故ity 
measure between the queiy model and revised SSRD model 
in DB is transformed into the 2D version of similarity 
calculation between the two shapes. We already know the 
topological information of two models. This information 
helps us to acquire the strong differentiation jx)wer.

Our similarity step has two phases. At fct, we take the 
filtering using the topological difference table. Table 4 
show읺 the topological information based filtering pro^ss. 
Secondly, we calculate the D2 shape fiinction between die 
polygonal sketeh and the revised SSRD. This problem is the 
calculation of 2D shape distance function called "2D shape 
histogram, on the basis of [11].

To meas니re the similarity between 2D shapes, we 
summarize it as the following steps:

Step 1. Discretize all entities contained in a drawing into a 
set of line segments.

Step 2. Sample enough points on the line segments 
uniformly.

Step 3. Select two points randomly from the point set and 
compute their Euclidean distance.

Step 수 Calculate the distance distribution of all sampled

I^ble. 4. Two step b第ed approach in the proposed shape matching.

Proposal shape matching process Process A :
Coarse filtering with using loop counts

Process B :
D2 shape matching using the geometric information with (Eq.2)

Boolean function test
If the result of (Eq. 2) is hot 1, two shapes are very similar.

Input sketch (polygonal sketch and 
revised SSRD model) If the result of the Process A is exact

If the result of (Eq. 2) is near 0, two sha^s are veiy difcent.

match, go to process B Otherwise, Two shapes are not similar.
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point pairs, and build a histogram.
For two histograms, i.e., Hi and H由 flieir similarity S is 

given by:

$(払,为)=匕2(丑1，%)= &㈤Q) - H®)*  ⑵

牛=0

Our similarity measure calculation process is as shown in 
table 4.

5.3 Shape Similarity with Coarse Filter
Our similarity measure calculation process is two step 

based apprc^ch as shown in Table 5. And, Table 5 shows 
the result of this two step shape matching in simple parts. 
User sketches the rectangle with four holes as a queiy 
model. We use the model Type A, and Type B which is 
diflercnt in view of the human visual system. Our system 
allocates '瑜T value in model type A (a) and filter out it in 
resulting set In view of a human visual systan, it is very 
natural. However; most sketch based systems dws not 
allocate the any value in sense of the topological filter. Thus, 
they do not filter out them. Our system allocates also 'exact' 
value in model 1y莒 A (b), type B (a) and type B (b). Then, 
they use D2 Shaj^ histogram using the (Eq. 2). Then, the 
best match is model 切肉 A (b), and next is model type B 
(b). This result of our system is very similar to human visual

We show the experimental results as shown in Table 6. 
We conclude 1he polygonal sketch based interfece will help 
us to lessen the semantic gap between existing shape search 

stem and human visual system.

6. Conclusions

In this paper; we proposed a new sketch based query 
interfece for 3D shape matching using the grid pattern like

Table. 6. The proposed method witii the coarse filter.

Query model Match result Original model

Process A : ok A
Process B : 42.5% .
Process A : ok ■
Process B : 643% w
Process A : no

,/ .. \ Process B : 34,6% .
'\ /' Process A : no

Process B : 23.5%
Polygonal sketeh

Process A : ok
Process B : 14.5%

Process A : ok
Process B : 51.2% .
Process A : no
Process B : 25.5% .

poly-line, ellip%id and rectangle. Our method is especially 
well suit^l for the shape d^riptoi; revised SSRD, which is 
composed of ttie 2D slice Users using our interfece 
feel comfortable because it is easy to sketch. Advantage of 
our method is the easily acceptable metaphor among users. 
Drag and drop of 2D entities can be leam^l easily. U^rs 
drag and drop the mtities and use the Boolean operation 
between the entities. Our Boolean opemtions use the pixel
based calculation. Thus die implementation is fest and robust 
After some Boolean operations with u^r controls are added, 
tiie sketch is complete.

Since ttie proposed method adapts the topological 
filtering, it easily enables to Sit仗 out dissimilar parts in DB.

Table. 5. The coarse filtering process in the simple mechanical parts.

A type model B type model

O

■o O
\________ J

(a) rounded rectangle with 2 holes

o. 7)]
(a) T shape with 2 holes

l으으

Rounded rectangle with 4 holes

Results of the proposed similarity 
calculation

(b) rounded rectari이 e with 4 holes

A(a): Filter out (M) in Proems A
(b) Mcxiified T 아witfi 4 holes

B(a): Pass in Process A and 47% (0467) inProce^B 
A(b): P密 in ftocess A and 94% (0.942) in Proce^; B B(b): Pass inBwess A and 82% (0.816) in Process B
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In sense ofhum^i visual system, it easily can do. Howevei; 
most shape descriptors and shajx matching process handle 
models as one converted value in view of geometf c structure. 
Thus, some models of shape matched parts in resulting 
screen are non-sense parts in view of human visual system. 
Although our coarse filtering o이y use the number of closed 
loop, many alternatives are possible like shape and size of 
convex hull of model, binding sphere or hierarchical 
bounding boxes etc.

The proposed method has also some Imitations. First, 
some users feel somewhat uncomfortable when they try to 
make a veiy accurate sketch. Although most 2D simple 
shapes can te made easily, it does not handle the sketch 
easily for more complex sh히)e. Second, our system does not 
support the complex curves like Bezier, and B-spline. We 
plan to enhance these limitations for more intuitive and 
more similar to the feehand composition.
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